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CATCHY WORDS AR: Catchy Words AR is an immersive experience
without touching the screen. Just walk around, catch the letters with your device,
to solve the spelling or vocabulary word.

GETTING STARTED
🍎 Tap app icon to open.
🍎 Pop the letter bubble by moving the iPad THROUGH the bubble.
🍎 Catch a letter on the iPad screen by moving the iPad THROUGH the letter.
🍎 Locate the WHITE letter boxes and place the captured letter into its appropriate box.
🍎 To place a letter into a box, move the iPad, with the letter attached to the screen,
THROUGH a chosen white box.

Look at the bottom right of your screen and find the white letter blanks. If they turn red,
the letter is in the wrong place and you have to move the letter to the correct white letter
box.

🍎 When word is spelled correctly, tap START NEW GAME to receive another random word to
spell.

ADDING YOUR OWN WORDS
🍎 While the game is in PLAY MODE, tap the PLUS ➕ in the upper, right, corner.
🍎 Add your own word.
🍎 Tap the CHECKMARK ✓ in the upper, right, corner.
LOCATE MISSING LETTERS
🍎 While the game is in PLAY MODE, tap the FACE icon
in the bottom, left, corner.
🍎 Follow the BUBBLES with your iPad screen to locate the missing letters.
RESET GAME
🍎 Tap the RESTART circle icon

in the upper, left, corner of the iPad screen to restart

the game.

Restarting the game will generate a new word in the bubble.

🍎 To restart a game with a word you chose, tap the PLUS ➕ in the upper, right, corner.
🍎 Your word should still be available.
🍎 Tap the CHECKMARK ✓ in the upper, right, corner to start the game from the beginning.
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